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What this lecture is about:

Traffic filtering with access lists






Understanding access lists
Configuring access lists

AAA
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A different approach to security
Explaining those three A’s

AAA
Authentication, Authorization, Accounting
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Major concepts
The purpose of AAA and various implementation
techniques.
Implement AAA using a local database.
Implement AAA using RADIUS and TACACS+ protocols.
Authorization
Accounting
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Authentication – password only
Uses only a password for line access
Easiest to implement, but provides little security.
Vulnerable to brute-force attacks.
Provides no accountability (who’s doing what?...)







R1(config)#line vty 0 4
R1(config-line)#password cisco
R1(config-line)#login
User Access Verification

Internet
Password: cisco
Password: cisco1
Password: cisco12
% Bad passwords
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Authentication – local database
The database is made up of user accounts.
Each user account has a username and a password.
Accounts are configured and stored locally.
Provides accountability.
But does not provide any fallback authentication method.








R1(config)#username student secret restanta
User Access Verification

Internet

Username: Admin
Password: cisco1
% Login invalid
Username: Admin
Password: cisco12
% Login invalid
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AAA – credit card similarity
Authorization
Authentication
Who are you?

Accounting
What did you spend it on?
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which resources the user is allowed to access and which
operations the user is allowed to perform?

Self-contained AAA authentication
Self contained = everything is stored locally, in the router.
Works well for small networks.





Remote Client

1
2
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AAA
Router

3

The client establishes a connection with the router.
The AAA router prompts the client with a username and a
password.
The router authenticates the credentials using the local
database.
The user receives the corresponding authorization level.

Server-based AAA authentication




Uses an external database, stored on a server.
Appropriate if there are multiple devices in the network that
require user authentication.
Remote Client

1
2






AAA
Router

4

Cisco Secure
ACS Server

3

The client establishes a connection to the router.
The AAA router prompts the client for a username and a password.
The router authenticates the credentials by contacting a remote AAA server.
The user receives authorization to use the network based on the information
stored on the remote AAA server.
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AAA authorization



Typically implemented using an AAA server-based
solution.
The user receives a set of attributes that describe its level
of access on the network.
Remote Client

AAA
Router

1
2
3





The user establishes a session with the AAA server.
The router requests authorization for the requested user service from the
AAA server.
The AAA server returns a PASS/FAIL response.
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AAA accounting




Usually implemented using a server-based AAA solution.
Keeps a detailed log of what an authenticated user is
doing while connected to a device.
Remote Client

AAA
Router

1
2




After authentication, the AAA accountig process
generates a start message to begin accounting.
When the user finishes, a stop message is sent in order to
stop accounting.
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Local AAA authentication commands


Creating the user database:
R1(config)#username student secret R3st4nt4
R1(config)#username profesor secret d1n0saur



Enabling AAA on the router:
R1(config)#aaa new-model



Configure the authentication method list:
R1(config)#aaa authentication login default local-case

The default
authentication
list
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Use local
database (case
sensitive)

AAA authentication command elements
R1(config)#aaa authentication login {default|list-name} method1
[method2] …

default: define the authentication methods for the default list.
 list-name: specify a different authentication method list.
method#: Identifies a list of authentication methods that the
algorithm will try, in sequence.






At least one method is required.
Four methods can be defined, as a a maximum.
Subsequent methods are ONLY used if the first ones fail due to errors or
timeouts.
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If a FAIL answer is received from one method, the others are not checked any
more.

Available method types
Keywords

Description

enable

Uses the enable password for authentication. This keyword cannot be used.

krb5

Uses Kerberos 5 for authentication.

krb5-telnet

Uses Kerberos 5 telnet authentication protocol when using Telnet to connect to the
router.

line

Uses the line password for authentication.

local

Uses the local username database for authentication.

local-case

Uses case-sensitive local username authentication.

none

Uses no authentication.

cache group-name

Uses a cache server group for authentication.

group radius

Uses the list of all RADIUS servers for authentication.

group tacacs+

Uses the list of all TACACS+ servers for authentication.

group group-name

Uses a subset of RADIUS or TACACS+ servers for authentication as defined by the
aaa group server radius or aaa group server tacacs+ command.

No authentication means authentication always succeeds.
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Sample authentication configuration
R1(config)#username student secret R3st4nt4
R1(config)#username profesor secret d1n0saur
R1(config)#aaa new-model
R1(config)#aaa authentication login default local-case enable
R1(config)#aaa authentication login TELNET-LOGIN local-case
R1(config)# line vty 0 4
R1(config-line)#login authentication TELNET-LOGIN
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Debugging AAA
R1# debug aaa ?
accounting

Accounting

administrative

Administrative

api

AAA api events

attr

AAA Attr Manager

authentication

Authentication

authorization

Authorization

cache

Cache activities

coa

AAA CoA processing

db

AAA DB Manager

dead-criteria

AAA Dead-Criteria Info

id

AAA Unique Id

ipc

AAA IPC

mlist-ref-count

Method list reference counts

mlist-state

Information about AAA method list state change and
notification

...
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Successful login in debug mode
R1# debug aaa authentication
113123: Feb 4 10:11:19.305 CST: AAA/MEMORY: create_user (0x619C4940) user=''
ruser='' port='tty1' rem_addr='async/81560' authen_type=ASCII service=LOGIN priv=1
113124: Feb 4 10:11:19.305 CST: AAA/AUTHEN/START (2784097690): port='tty1' list=''
action=LOGIN service=LOGIN
113125: Feb 4 10:11:19.305 CST: AAA/AUTHEN/START (2784097690): using "default" list
113126: Feb 4 10:11:19.305 CST: AAA/AUTHEN/START (2784097690): Method=LOCAL
113127: Feb 4 10:11:19.305 CST: AAA/AUTHEN (2784097690): status = GETUSER
113128: Feb 4 10:11:26.305 CST: AAA/AUTHEN/CONT (2784097690): continue_login
(user='(undef)')
113129: Feb 4 10:11:26.305 CST: AAA/AUTHEN (2784097690): status = GETUSER
113130: Feb 4 10:11:26.305 CST: AAA/AUTHEN/CONT (2784097690): Method=LOCAL

113131: Feb 4 10:11:26.305 CST: AAA/AUTHEN (2784097690): status = GETPASS
113132: Feb 4 10:11:28.145 CST: AAA/AUTHEN/CONT (2784097690): continue_login
(user='diallocal')
113133: Feb 4 10:11:28.145 CST: AAA/AUTHEN (2784097690): status = GETPASS
113134: Feb 4 10:11:28.145 CST: AAA/AUTHEN/CONT (2784097690): Method=LOCAL

113135: Feb 4 10:11:28.145 CST: AAA/AUTHEN (2784097690): status = PASS
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Overview of TACACS+ and RADIUS
TACACS+ or RADIUS protocols are used to
communicate between the clients and AAA
security servers.

Cisco Secure ACS for
Windows Server
Perimeter
Router

Remote User
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Cisco Secure
ACS Express

RADIUS





Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service
IETF standard – works anywhere
Uses UDP ports 1812, 1813




Cisco Secure ACS is more special: uses UDP ports 1645, 1646

Authenticating users:
System database
• For UNIX servers, a file like /etc/passwd

Internal database
• Use RADIUS internal database

SQL authentication
• External SQL database. No format restrictions.
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RADIUS authentication process
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RADIUS security


Security:


Packet contents are not encrypted so data can be sniffed
Only passwords are encrypted (RADIUS uses PAP, but does not send passwords
in clear text, like PPP, for example)



RADIUS cannot separately control user authorization







Message authentication:




It is by default part of the authentication process

Messages are authenticated using an MD5 fingerprint

Message structure:
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Uses Attribute-Value messages between the router and the server
The router gathers all authentication details before forwarding them to the
RADIUS server
A vendor-specific attribute allows it to run over TACACS+

RADIUS usage






Widely used by VoIP service providers.
It passes login credentials of a SIP endpoint (like an IP
phone) to a SIP registrar and then to a RADIUS server.
Also, commonly used by
the 802.1x security
standard
 switchport security
 WLAN security
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TACACS+







Creates an arbitrary connection between the client and
the TACACS+ daemon until the daemon has enough
information to authenticate the user.
Uses TCP port 49.
Supported by Cisco ASA, PIX firewalls, Cisco routers
Extensive authorization features:





Can upload per-user ACLs and static routes to the router upon
user authorization.
The router queries the TACACS+ server on behalf of the user in
order to check whether it should execute a command.
Sets a TCP session for each authorization request
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Induces delays -> Cisco Secure ACS supports a single connection

TACACS+ authentication process
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TACACS+ vs RADIUS comparision breakdown
TACACS+

RADIUS

Functionality

Separates AAA according to the AAA
architecture, allowing modularity of the
security server implementation

Combines authentication and
authorization but separates accounting,
allowing less flexibility in implementation
than TACACS+.

Standard

Mostly Cisco supported

Open/RFC standard

Transport Protocol

TCP

UDP

CHAP

Bidirectional challenge and response as
used in Challenge Handshake
Authentication Protocol (CHAP)

Unidirectional challenge and response
from the RADIUS security server to the
RADIUS client.

Protocol Support

Multiprotocol support

No ARA, no NetBEUI

Confidentiality

Entire packet encrypted

Password encrypted

Customization

Provides authorization of router
commands on a per-user or
per-group basis.

Has no option to authorize router
commands on a per-user or
per-group basis

Accounting

Limited

Extensive
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RADIUS and TACACS+ authentication commands
R1(config)#aaa new-model
R1(config)#tacacs-server host 192.168.1.101 single-connection
R1(config)#tacacs-server key TACACS-p@$$word
R1(config)#radius-server host 192.168.1.100
R1(config)#radius-server key RADIUS-p@$$word
R1(config)#aaa authentication login default group tacacs+ group
radius local-case

192.168.1.100

R1
192.168.1.101
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RADIUS server

TACACS+ server

AAA authentication modes


AAA can be used to authenticate users for:





Remote network access
Administrative access

There are two modes to request AAA services:


Character mode: the user sends a request to access an EXEC
process, for administrative purposes;




Packet mode: the user sends a request to establish a
connection with a device on the network.
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login, exec, enable commands

ppp and network commands

AAA: Authorization
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Server-based AAA authorization





RADIUS does not separate authentication from
authorization.
TACACS+ considers them as separate processes.
Cisco IOS allows authorization to control user access to
certain commands.
Authorization process:
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The user send a command to the router.
The router asks the AAA server if the user is authorized to run
the command.
The AAA server gives a PASS/FAIL response and the router acts
accordingly.

Configuring server-based authorization


Authorization command syntax:
aaa authorization {network | exec | commands level} {default | list-name}
method1...[method4]

Network: for network services (SLIP, PPP)
Exec: for starting an exec (shell) session
Commands level: for exec commands
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Configuring authorization example
R1(config)#username student secret R3st4nt4
R1(config)#username profesor secret d1n0saur
R1(config)#aaa new-model
R1(config)#aaa authentication login default group radius localcase
R1(config)#aaa authentication login TELNET-LOGIN group tacacs+
local-case
R1(config)#aaa authorization exec default group tacacs+
R1(config)#aaa authorization network default group tacacs+
R1(config)#aaa authorization commands 15 default group tacacs+
R1(config)# line vty 0 4
R1(config-line)#login authentication TELNET-LOGIN
R1(config-line)#authorization commands 15 default
R1(config-line)#authorization exec default
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AAA: Accounting
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Server-based AAA accounting



Keep track of individual activity
Important from a financial, management but also from a
security point of view.




Useful for creating a list of changes occuring on the network.






Why did that user access the server at 4am?

Who made the changes?
When did they occur?
What was changed?

The default accounting list automatically applies to all
interfaces.
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Server-based accounting configuration


To configure AAA accounting, use the global configuration
mode command:
aaa accounting { network | exec | connection} {default | list-name} {startstop | stop-only | none} [broadcast] method1...[method4]




The default or the <list-name> list can be defined.
The trigger (start-stop, stop-only, none) specify which
events cause the accounting records to be updated.
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Server-based accounting example


For example, to log the use of exec sessions and network
connections:

R1(config)# aaa accounting exec default start-stop group tacacs+
R1(config)# aaa accounting network default start-stop group
tacacs+
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THE LAST SLIDE!


This evening’s summary:
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ACLs: usage, types
ACL configuration
ACL best practices
AAA basic concepts
Configuring authentication
Configuring authorization
Configuring accounting

The REAL final slide 

Amateurs hack systems,
professionals hack people.
Bruce Schneier
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